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Chaos in Easter Island Ecology
J. C. Sprott1, Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin - Madison
Abstract: This paper demonstrates that a recently proposed dynamical model
for the ecology of Easter Island admits periodic and chaotic attractors, not
previously reported. Such behavior may more realistically depict the population
dynamics of general ecosystems and illustrates the power of simple models to
produce the kind of complex behavior that is ubiquitous in such systems.
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INTRODUCTION
The Easter Island, called “Rapa Nui” by its natives, has an area of
about 170 km2 and is located about 27 degrees south of the Equator in the Pacific Ocean and over 2000 km east of its nearest inhabited neighbor of Pitcairn Island. Thus it is one of the most remote inhabited spots in the World and an ideal
location for studying an isolated and relatively simple ecology. Humans arrived
on Easter Island sometime between 400 and 1200 AD, presumably from the
Polynesian islands to the west despite Thor Heyerdahl’s Kon-Tiki expedition in
1947 demonstrating that South Americans could have sailed the 3500 km from
the east (Heyerdahl, 1950). The human population may have reached about
10,000 by the year 1680 but declined to a mere 110 in the year 1877 (Cohen,
1995), and it now stands at about 5000. The discovery of the island by Europeans in 1722 led to the spread of disease, slave trade, and eventually to a thriving tourist industry.
Pollen records (Dransfield, Flenley, Harkness, & Rapu, 1984) show
that the island was once forested with large but slowly growing Jubaea palm
trees that were used to construct and transport the hundreds of stone statues for
which the island is famous as well as to make dwellings and fishing boats and to
provide nesting sites for birds, which were also a source of food. The common
assumption is that the inhabitants deforested the island, leading to starvation,
war, possibly cannibalism, and a general decline of their once thriving civilization. It has been cited as a prime example of the dangers of over-consumption on
a global scale (Diamond, 2005; Flenley & Bahn, 2003). However, recent evidence (Hunt, 2006, 2007) indicates that the demise of the trees might be partly a
result of a large population of Pacific rats brought to the island by the early settlers either as stowaways or as a source of food and who consumed most of the
seeds produced by the trees.
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BRANDER
R-TAYLOR M
MODEL
One of the earliest
e
attemptts to model the population dyynamics of Easster
o-component economic
e
modeel (Brander & Taylor, 1998) in
Island involved a two
which P is the laborr productivity (people) and T is the resourrce stock (treees),
n by
with a dynamic given
dP
 Pb  d  T 
dt
dT
 T
 rT 1    PT
dt
 K
where the seven paraameters are asssumed constannt with estimateed values of dd−b
= 0.1,  = 4, α = 10−55, β = 0.4, r = 0.04,
0
and K = 112,000 with tim
me in units of ddecades. This system is
i a convention
nal Lotka-Vollterra (predatorr-prey) model in
which the
t people are the predators and
a the trees arre the prey.
Without losss of generality,, we can linearlly rescale P → Pr/αβ, T → K
KT,
and t → t/r to obtain an
a equivalent but
b simpler twoo-parameter m
model given by
dP
 P T   
dt
dT
 T 1  T  P 
dt
where η = αβK/r can
c be though
ht of as the eeffort per persson expended in
harvestting trees and
d γ = (d−b)/rr is the relatiive rate at whhich the hum
man
populattion dies in th
he absence off resources (T
T = 0). This ssystem has thrree
equilibria given by (P
P, T) = (0, 0), (0,
( 1), and (1−
−γ/η, γ/η). The tthird (coexistinng)
equilibrium exists on
nly if η > γ, an
nd it is stable w
whenever it exxists. Coexistennce
requirees a minimum harvesting efffort, and that eeffort increasees inversely w
with
the deccreasing number of trees (η = γ/T). With cconstant param
meters, the moddel
cannot produce a risee and fall of thee population too zero, but it caan produce a rise
and fall to a much sm
maller stable value.

Fig. 1. History of the
e people (P) an
nd trees (T) p redicted by the
e Brander-Tayylor
s, and the hum
man population peaks at a vallue
Model. Time is in unitts of 250 years
of abou
ut 10,100 people.
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The parameters suggested by the authors give η = 4.8 and γ = 2.5. A numerical solution with initial conditions of P = 0.004 (corresponding to 40 people) and T = 1 at t = 0 produces the transient shown in Fig. 1 and replicates a
graph in the original paper. It shows a rise and fall approaching a steady-state
value about 51% of its peak value with decaying oscillations about the equilibrium. The model has a plausible population growth, but the crash is rather too
slow, and incomplete.
BASENER-ROSS MODEL
To counter the limitations of the Brander-Taylor Model, Basener and
Ross (2005) proposed an alternate model in which the carrying capacity of the
population is equal to the number of trees in units of the number required to sustain one person and governed by a logistic growth equation with a harvesting
term (−hP) proportional to the number of people as given by

dP
 P
 aP1  
dt
 T
dT
 T
 cT 1    hP
dt
 K
where the four parameters are chosen to fit population estimates from Easter Island data as given by a = 0.0044, c = 0.001, h = 0.025, and K = 70,000 with time
in units of years.
As before, we can linearly rescale P → PcK/h, T → KT, and t → t/c to
obtain an equivalent two-parameter model given by


P 
dP
 P1 

dt
 T 
dT
 T 1  T   P
dt
where γ = a/c is the growth rate of the population in the presence of unlimited
resources (T → ∞) and η = h/c is the rate at which trees are harvested, both in
units of the initial growth rate of the undisturbed forest. The coexisting equilibrium at (P, T) = (η−η2, 1−η) exists only if η < 1, and in its absence, the human
population either days to zero asymptotically or crashes abruptly after a prolonged period of slow growth.
The parameters suggested by the authors give γ = 4.4 and η = 25. A numerical solution with initial conditions of P = 0.018 (corresponding to about 50
people) and T = 1 is shown in Fig. 2 and replicates a graph in the original paper.
The crash is much more abrupt and takes the population of both people and trees
to zero. The truth probably lies somewhere between the two models, the former
being too gentle, and the latter being too drastic.
Basener and Ross (2005) also point out the existence of periodic
solutions for a rather different but limited range of parameters corresponding to
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2 – 1. One ex
xample of suchh a solution forr η = 0.8 and γ =
0.5 < η < 1 and γ = 2η
0.6 is shown
s
in Fig. 3. However, this
t is a conserrvative system
m and structuraally
unstablle, with even the
t slightest ch
hange in param
meters causing attraction to tthe
coexistting equilibrium
m or with grow
wing oscillationns leading to eextinction of booth
speciess. Thus it is nott biologically realistic
r
even iff the rather exttreme parameteers
could be
b justified. In
n a subsequentt article, Basenner, Brooks, R
Radin, & Wianndt
(2008aa) showed that attracting
a
perio
odic and chaotiic solutions exxist for a discreetetime veersion of their model, but thee assumptions aare questionabble for a subtroppical islaand with limited
d seasonality.

e people (P) and
a
trees (T) p
predicted by th
he Basener-Ro
oss
Fig. 2. History of the
Model. Time is in unitts of millennia, and the popullation peaks att a value of abo
out
9400 people.

Fig. 3. A periodic solu
ution predicted by the Basene
er-Ross Model. The unit of tim
me
is abou
ut 7 years, and
d the human population oscilllates between about 1300 a
and
30,000 people.

INVASIVE
E SPECIES M
MODEL
To include Hunt’s
H
claim th
hat rats were inn part responsibble for the defo
forestation
n, Basener, Bro
ooks, Radin, and
a Wiandt (20008b) advancedd a three-compponent geeneralization of
o their model with
w people (P
P), rats (R), annd trees (T) givven
by
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dP
 P
 aP1  
dt
 T
dR
 R
 cR 1  
dt
 T
T 
dT
b

T 1    hP

dt 1  fR  M 

where T is in units of the number of trees required to support one human and R
is in units of the number of rats that can be supported by one tree. The six
parameters are typically taken as a = 0.03, c = 10, b = 1, f = 0.001, M = 12,000,
and h = 0.25 with time in units of years. Note that the people and the rats do not
interact directly but they compete for the trees, in the former case through
harvesting (−hP) and in the latter case through a reduction in the growth rate of
the forest (fR).
As before, we can linearly rescale P → PbM/h, R → MR, T → MT, and
t → t/b to obtain an equivalent four-parameter model given by

dP
P 

  P P1 

dt
PT 

dR
 R
  R R 1  
dt
 T
dT
T
1  T   P

dt 1   R R
where γP = a/b and γR = c/b are the growth rates of the people and rats, respectively, in the presence of unlimited resources (T → ∞), and ηP = h/b and ηR = fM
are the rates at which people and rats consume the trees and their seeds, respectively. This system has four equilibria with only the one at R = P/ηP = T =
(1− ηP)/(1+ ηP ηR) corresponding to coexistence of all four species, and it exists
only if ηP < 1.
The parameters suggested by the authors give γP = 0.03, γR = 10, ηP =
0.25, and ηR = 12, but with considerable uncertainty. Not surprisingly, they find
solutions resembling their two-component model since the models are identical
in the limit of ηR = 0, as well as solutions that resemble those for the BranderTaylor Model for ηR = 7.2. They do not report periodic or chaotic attractors but
only show attraction to one of the stable equilibria. The main new result reported
here is the existence of such attractors in their three-component continuous-time
model.
The search for chaotic solutions involved numerical calculation of the
largest Lyapunov exponent (Sprott, 2003), for thousands of combinations of the
four parameters (γP, γR, ηP, ηR) in a Gaussian neighborhood of the origin with all
parameters positive. The only concession to biological reality was to constrain γR
to be greater than γP since rats reproduce faster than people in given abundant resources. One such solution with (γP, γR, ηP, ηR) = (0.1, 0.3, 0.47, 0.7) and (P0, R0,
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T0) = (0.01, 0.01, 1) is shown in Fiig. 4. There is a dominant 800-year cycle, bbut
the beh
havior is not peerfectly period
dic, and it is noot a transient. A calculation eextending
g the time to 20
2 million yeaars shows contiinued chaotic oscillations w
with
Lyapun
nov exponents of (0.0094, 0,, −0.2650) andd a Kaplan-Yorrke dimension of
2.035. Thus the systeem is weakly chaotic
c
with innformation lostt on a time scaale
ut 106 years.
of abou

Fig. 4. A chaotic solu
ution predicted
d by the Invasiive Species Model. The unit of
time is years, and the
e human popula
ation averages about 7200 pe
eople.

ows a return map
m of the succcessive minim
ma in the hum
man
Figure 5 sho
populattion. It is unim
modal and essentially one-dim
mensional, althhough a zoom by
a facto
or of 1000 into
o a portion of it as shown inn the insert reeveals the fracctal
structurre expected forr a chaotic attrractor. What apppears to be a ssingle line at loow
resolutiion is actually a pair of lines,, which in turnn presumably cconsist of pairs of
lines, and
a so forth ad
d infinitum. A 45-degree
4
diaggonal line on suuch a plot wouuld
intersecct the curve att the position of
o the unstablee coexistent eqquilibrium andd is
approx
ximately the loccation shown in
n the zoom.

ap showing th
he minimum h
human popula
ation versus tthe
Fig. 5.. A return ma
previou
us minimum forr the chaotic Invasive Speciess Model.
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Fig. 6. Largest Lyapu
unov exponent and minimum value of the h
human populatiion
as a fu
unction of the tree-harvest ra
ate for the Invvasive Speciess Model showss a
period--doubling route to chaos follow
wed by mass e
extinction.

It is interestting to consideer the route too chaos by varrying one of tthe
parameeters, which fo
or this purpose is taken as ηP , since the haarvest rate is prresumablly the quantity over which the humans can exert the mostt control and thhus
best prrovides a possible lesson in ecological steewardship. Figgure 6 shows tthe
largest Lyapunov exp
ponent and thee local minimaa of P as a funnction of this pparameterr. It is evident that the chaoss exists over a narrow range of the parameeter
just beffore all speciess become extin
nct, and that thee route to chaoos is the comm
mon
period--doubling of a limit cycle. Th
he limit cycle iis born in a Hoopf bifurcationn at
about ηP = 0.4611. State space plotts in the PT-pl ane for increassing values of ηP
in Fig. 7 show how th
he dynamics evolve
e
from atttraction to the stable coexistiing
equilibrium through a period-doubling route to chhaos and finallyy to extinction of
all speccies.
Figure 8 sho
ows the final vaalues of each oof the three varriables over a larger ran
nge of ηP. Incrreasing the harrvesting rate iis good for thee people up too a
point of
o diminishing returns well before
b
the ons et of the Hopff bifurcation aand
stable oscillations.
o
It is tempting to conclude from
m this figure thhat the extinctiion
is ratheer sudden, but the horizontal axis is the har
arvesting rate, nnot time, and tthe
verticall axis is the range of possible populations. To the extent that the harveesting ratee is under hum
man control, onee has at least thhe order of onee human lifesppan
to recognize the instaability and redu
uce the harvestiing rate.
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Fig. 7. State space plots
p
for the Inv
vasive Speciess Model at incrreasing values of
the harrvesting rate sh
howing succes
ssively attractio
on to the coexissting equilibriu
um,
a simp
ple limit cycle, a period-doub
bled limit cycle
e, a chaotic atttractor, transie
ent
chaos, and rapid extin
nction.
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Fig. 8. Population of people (P), ratts (R), and tree
es (T) permitted
d by the Invasiive
unction of tree harvesting rate
e, showing the narrow region
n of
Species Model as a fu
c and chaotic oscillations
o
preceding the crassh.
periodic

CO
ONCLUSION
It has been shown
s
here thaat a simple thrree-componentt model of Easster
Island ecology admitts periodic and
d chaotic attraactors, not prevviously reporteed.
s
exist over a relativeely narrow rannge of parameteers, and thus oone
These solutions
might argue
a
that they
y are of limiteed interest, esppecially since the dynamics of
Easter Island seeming
gly occurred in
n a single transsient event. Hoowever, there aare
ult is relevant. Simple
S
modelss with fixed paarameters are uunreasonss that this resu
realisticc, and there miight be feedbacck effects not iincluded in thee model that allter
the parrameters to keep the system in a state of w
weak chaos (ssometimes callled
“the ed
dge of chaos”)). Certainly it is human natuure to consum
me at an ever increasin
ng rate until thee detrimental effects
e
of that consumption ccan no longer be
ignored
d. Furthermoree, the identifiication of the route to chaaos and eventuual
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extinction might provide a means to recognize impending doom in time to
change behavior and avert it. In the case of Easter Island, a decision to reduce
the harvesting rate at any time before the last tree was felled might have allowed
the island to recover to a stable coexistence. In a society with sufficient
technology, other solutions might be preferable such as eradicating the rats. A
feature of a chaotic system is that a small change in a parameter can drastically
alter the future, just as does a small change in the initial conditions, and we can
exploit this sensitivity to produce a more livable world.
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